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Risk Be Damned 2017-02-28 risk be damned is part of the best selling
kurtherian gambit series risking one s heart is often harder than
risking one s life when you have made a point of not doing risking love
for a thousand years you wonder if the promise is worth the pain
sometimes risk be damned your heart doesn t ask permission stephen
michael s brother is charged with finding out what is happening to
wechselbalg in europe and uncovers a sinister plot jennifer is working
this operation with him while the queen is watching from above how will
the two of them work together as stephen tries to deal with handling a
true romance for the first time in centuries how often will bethany anne
tease him how often will he go too far protecting jennifer emotions in
turmoil stephen and jennifer deal with someone who knows too much about
the unknownworld and has plans to use it risk be damned is part of the
kurtherian gambit universe set between books 13 and 14 loosely these
three three years are called the dark years or the lost years the dark
years when the trials and tribulations of being merciful were shouldered
by bethany anne and her people
Claimed By Honor 2017-02-27 michael has moved on can his justice
enforcer make a difference does the sun come up in the morning the new
york city state wakes up and their world has been shaken to its core the
enforcers have been scattered but they aren t finished this vampire is
but a bump in their road to keeping the city state in the hands of the
ceo s the were s are involved some leave some stay and new alliances are
made and an old one broken however in the end it always comes back to
heart and determination something that you often have to find for
yourself when life beats you down and valerie is made of the right
material to see it through claimed by honor is part of the kurtherian
gambit universe as noted in other series set in the kurtherian universe
there is cursing in this book occasionally it s funny too
Damned To Hell 2020-06-16 risk be damned is part of the best selling
kurtherian gambit seriesrisking one s heart is often harder than risking
one s life jennifer is in a bind and that doesn t even stop to consider
she got herself stuck right in the spider s castle no she did something
a little rash more for herself than anything else the problem is she
knows she has hurt her very new boyfriend and god only knows how he was
taking it the reunion with a man over a thousand years old might be a
bit tense however at the end of the day jennifer and stephen are part of
the queen s team and while the emotions for each other run high they
will get the job done along with everyone else on the team while all of
this is going on the queen has a special set of purchases that are
wanted by others so they can track where she is and team bmw are trying
to figure out who can brew the best beer of all damned into hell is part
of the kurtherian gambit universe set between books 13 and 14 loosely
these three three years are called the dark years or the lost years the
dark years when the trials and tribulations of being merciful were
shouldered by bethany anne and her people
To Hell And Back: A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2020-07-27 when the
greatest horrors exist in the mind how do you deal with a man who puts
them there julianne may have saved tahn but the battle has only just
begun an upstart young lord decides tahn is ripe for the picking but a
quick mind read reveals there s more to this than meets the eye between
a creepy magical circus troupe two bickering rearick and the unexpected
reappearance of the new dawn it looks like julianne will never get the
quiet break she hoped for still they say a change is as good as a
holiday and at least she ll get to kick some serious ass on the way set
on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series dawn of destiny
tells an entirely new story in the age of magic
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Dawn of Darkness 2017-12-13 a new evil lurks in the darkness the crew is
relieved by dejoure s perplexing ability to soothe the monster but that
won t keep them safe for long precious galaxy coffee company is under
constant attack someone wants to take out the biggest giant in the
galaxy the team goes after the other databases only to learn something
that changes everything vance is always one step ahead of them not all
hope is lost hatch brings back a key crew member someone who can help
them defeat monstre corp the last act of this heart pounding series
delivers a ton of action as bailey and lewis rush to save the crew
before it s too late everyone s freedom is at stake vance would rather
go down in a blaze taking everything with him then be defeated will they
find the missing crew or will monstre corp end them all experience this
exciting mystery sci fi saga and the latest addition to the expanded
kurtherian gambit universe if you re a fan of dark matter altered carbon
or star wars you ll love this riveting new space opera
Obliteration: Age Of Expansion - A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2018-10-25
in the future even the broken can make a change when molly gets called
onto a case that she is uniquely qualified for the team discovers a
little more about her past in the race against the clock to prevent the
city of spire from being subjected to a deadly toxin it takes both new
team members and new allies working together in order to save the
millions of lives meanwhile problems continue on the political scene and
exciting progress is made with the investigation into the strange door
in the safe house basement set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian
gambit series the ascension myth tells an entirely new story in the age
of expansion when the etheric empire is fast becoming the etheric
federation with all of the trials and tribulations that come with
bringing together different peoples systems and ideals
Activated 2017-05-17 a new evil lurks in the darkness bailey and lewis
are more determined than ever to find ricky bobby s missing crew monstre
corp knows they are on the hunt and solomon vance isn t letting them get
close the monster is still out there a threat they can t stop jack
decides the only way to win is to fake their own deaths if vance
believes they re dead he ll let down his guard an epic battle ensues
when the crew returns to starboards corp with two missions free the
children and take down the evil corporation timing is everything and not
getting blown up is absolutely key will they find the missing crew or
will the monster end them all experience this exciting mystery sci fi
saga and the latest addition to the expanded kurtherian gambit universe
if you re a fan of dark matter altered carbon or star wars you ll love
this riveting new space opera
Determination: Age Of Expansion - A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2018-10-25
there is the improbable and then there is the impossible ryder had gone
from the impossible to the highly improbable with massimo and leandro
but can she do better while the vegetarian vampire werewolf and bearded
mountain man are willing to support her ryder needs an army to do better
than throwing away the lives of herself and her new friends attacking
afana will massimo and leandro be able to help her out one more time
justice will be served one way or another the question is merely will
ryder be alive to see it happen as noted in other series set in the
kurtherian universe there is cursing in this book occasionally it s
funny too
Madness Rising: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2018-06-19
but not always for the better some love her some hate her but the one
thing that is causing the city problems is valerie herself as a
lightening rod she needs to get out of the public s eye and allow the
emotions to cool without her presence whether she wants to or not
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trusting her friends she drops back to the shadows to deliver the
justice michael demands why because judgement has fallen and even the
deep dark places are going to realize they are not safe judgment has
fallen is part of the kurtherian gambit universe as noted in other
series set in the kurtherian universe there is cursing in this book
occasionally it s funny too
Judgment Has Fallen 2017-04-27 they say that behind every great man is a
great woman but what if that woman is a werewolf this is a monster book
we have taken pains to price the book low craig is crying in the corner
don t mention i reduced it to what you see the readers love the nomad
this series is one of the best i ve ever read this is the series that
keeps on going with great writing and wonderful characters i absolutely
love this series and hate the wait at the same time between books the
forsaken have gone into hiding and terry sends the force de guerre s
tactical teams on missions around the globe to root the evil ones out
when ted can no longer keep the pod flying things heat up quickly in a
race to corner and finish mister smith nomad s force starts nearly one
hundred years before michael s return to earth and the events that
happen in justice is calling what does the mundane look like when
gearing up for war this snippet is a taste of that how can th keep the
blade sharp when no enemy stands before him what will his kids do always
his children but not children the fdg finds out how small they really
are when they have to search the world for their enemy and the new
schwabenland pod is getting old and doesn t charge like it used to is
terry s dominance waning
Nomad's Force 2017-09-08 the truth will set you free but what happens
when the truth is a lie rhona and her paladin brother alastar belong to
a holy people who have waged war on witches and warlocks and their clans
from the highlands but when she uses magic to save his life their world
is thrown upside down on the run having left all they knew behind they
have to rely on those who hate paladins all magic is evil the high
paladin taught but alastar starts to understand that he might have been
mislead if his sister uses magic and she isn t evil what does that mean
for his beliefs brother and sister soon find themselves aligned with
magic users and thrown in with the clans in a war against sorcerers and
paladins alike with only one hope of uniting the land the legendary
sword of light it was lost years ago and quest after quest by the holy
paladins could not retrieve it when you know the truth about magic
anything is possible set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit
series shades of light tells an entirely new story in the age of magic
and of the heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny
Shades of Light 2017-08-23 what if you were given an offer you shouldn t
refuse seraphina waters craves the opportunity to protect bethany anne s
growing etheric empire thrown a lifeline when she needs it most she s
given a chance to prove herself if she can pulled into alien politics
and a life beyond her imagination phina might just have a chance to have
the one thing she s always wanted now she just needs to pull it off
without getting killed
Diplomatic Recruit 2021-07-21 kill the bad guys save the galaxy all in a
hard day s work eddie and julianna are hell bent on tracking down vas
and making him pay for his crimes he s armed and dangerous and to make
matters worse he s on the hunt for a devastating weapon that could bring
destruction to the federation and all its people someone has to stop him
eddie and julianna along with her trusty e i named pip must seek out the
expertise of specialists who can break into the enemy s network that s
the key to beating vas they ll also need more pilots and better ships
but as ghost squadron grows so do the dangers on the fringe of
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federation space they still don t know who is behind all the attacks the
one pulling the brotherhood s strings but no matter what they re going
to bring this faceless enemy down whatever it takes experience this
exciting military sci fi saga and the latest addition to the expanded
kurtherian gambit universe if you re a fan of mass effect firefly or
star wars you ll love this riveting new space opera note if cursing is a
problem then this might not be for you
Exploration: Age of Expansion - A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2017-12-03
revenge is a dish best served with magic and a pet dragon hannah killed
those who destroyed her family but the man who ordered their deaths is
still alive and in power it s time someone worked to end adrien s evil
rule but to find justice hannah needs to increase her skills she and sal
head to the heights for a little one on one training with a handsome
young mystic while ezekiel heads north to right a forty year old wrong
meanwhile parker is stuck dealing with the mess left behind after hannah
s ass kicking he has to fight back against a group of anti magic zealots
and uncover the mystery of a new factory whose workers are never seen
nor heard from again the nightmare is real but a reawakening is coming
reawakening is fast paced full of action and follows hannah s quest to
build a team and stop the evil adrien s plans to rule irth
Reawakening 2017-08-04 sawyer brown is no more but he was just the minor
opening act terry henry and charumati char have to deal with her alpha
coming back the new refugees getting settled in town and beer with the
fdg doubling in size terry henry needs to bring about a little
organizational structure to the group while also deciding how to have
that conversation with char about her lineage not sure how that is going
to go terry henry had better figure it out or he is going to be up to
his armpits in werewolves and won t be sure if he can depend on his one
ace in the hole or not set in the kurtherian gambit universe nomad
redeemed continues the terry henry walton chronicles the time between
the wwde and the return of michael to earth as noted in other series set
in the kurtherian universe there is cursing in this book occasionally it
s funny too
Nomad Redeemed 2017-02-04 the history of the world wasn t what valerie
was taught the daughter of a vampire and sister of a devil walking
valerie finds out she has something neither her brother nor her father
possess she has honor now she needs to flee a brother who leaves her for
dead because if there is one thing valerie understands it s that justice
doesn t turn the other cheek 150 years after a near apocalypse the world
is rebuilding survival has become the only rule and justice is in short
supply now justice has come calling justice is calling is part of the
kurtherian gambit universe
Justice Is Calling 2017-01-23 the madness is coming and this time it s
personal fueled by the tiny scatterings of a puzzle left behind caitlin
journeys into the wilds to seek the elusive helena in order to find the
cure for the madness and stop its spread once and for all which is made
all the more important when those closest to her are facing their
toughest battles yet with jaxon kain and mary anne by her side caitlin
must tread farther from home than she s ever been risking capture
torment and the mad all in the name of finding the truth behind the
madness time is ticking and the madness is closer now than it s ever
been set within the wonder of the kurtherian gambit universe discover
the chaos and insanity of the age of madness a time when the world
turned on its head and nothing is as it appears note this book contains
cursing perhaps humorous cursing but cursing nevertheless if this
offends you we don t suggest reading this book
Chasing The Cure: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2019-12-10
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it s been twenty years since the fall the destruction the world brought
on itself can terry henry walton enhanced as he is help bring
civilization back as he seeks to atone for previous actions by
protecting and nurturing the ones with the knowledge terry henry walton
begins building his force de guerre a paramilitary group that will
secure this new world from those who would take and destroy when the
enemies of peace appear before the fdg is ready terry partners with a
werewolf to fight a battle that he must win set in the kurtherian gambit
universe nomad found begins the terry henry walton chronicles the time
between the wwde and the return of michael to earth
Nomad Found 2017-01-26 for this vampire it s time to die a second time
valerie understands that to take the fight to those who are attacking in
new york she needs to leave the spotlight both for the city and for
herself her enemies are relentless in their attacks to get to her since
they have relocated to the chicago city state area that is where she
must go only one problem she will be running into the militaristic force
called the fdg she ll need to either work with them or stay off their
radar to take out the ceo s she hopes for those who have been demanding
her head the angel of reckoning has their response and she is coming to
deliver it
Angel of Reckoning 2017-05 what doesn t kill you makes you stronger
lilith is dying the laughing queen is coming a series of mysterious
disappearances are plaguing new romanov good thing team triple b is on
the case in order to save the people that she loves hannah must push her
magical abilities to the limit but what if she pushes herself too far
reborn is the epic conclusion to the second arc of the rise of magic it
s a race against the clock adventure that will change the very fabric of
irth and open doors hannah never even knew existed
Reborn 2018-01-10 time for justice to be served ryder doesn t know if
she can kill afana and liberate the bunker one thing she does know is
that the merry gang will do the impossible to free the hostage or die
trying unfortunately for the gang there is a fate worse than death the
madness will ryder and the merry gang survive the madness will afana
finally meet justice will the captives find freedom grab your copy of
escaping madness now to find out as noted in other series set in the
kurtherian universe there is cursing in this book occasionally it s
funny too
Escaping Madness: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2018-08-16
humanity s greatest export justice space is a dangerous place even for
the wary especially for the unprepared the aliens have no idea here
comes the bad company colonel terry henry walton takes his warriors into
battle for a price in this first installment of the bad company he
believes in the moral high ground and is happy getting paid for his role
in securing it set in the kurtherian gambit universe terry char and
their people humans werewolves weretigers and vampires form the core of
the bad company s direct action branch a private conflict solution
enterprise join them as they fight their way across tissikinnon four
where none of the warring parties were what they expected please note
inside this book is cursing amusing cursing but cursing nonetheless if
bad language offends you perhaps this book is not for you set on the
foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series the bad company tells an
entirely new story in the age of expansion when the etheric empire is
fast becoming the etheric federation with all of the trials and
tribulations that come with bringing together different peoples systems
and ideals
The Bad Company: Age of Expansion - A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2018-05
out of the ruin of civilization rises good men and dark hearted bastards
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eighteen year old payetta is particularly fond of killing the bastards
payetta hungers for payback against titannus the mage who wiped her
village off the map she bides her time by protecting the innocent
farmers of the meadowlands from the mage s raiders and awaits the day
she can fight titannus face to face using her own deadly magic that day
comes in like a storm sweeping into the fray is a loner with a personal
mission to restore civilization he carries with him a swift sword and
his legendary ancestor s tenacious desire for justice an epic showdown
awaits in the meadowlands and when it happens heads will fly set on the
foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series rogue mage tells an
entirely new story in the age of magic and of the heroes and villains
who battle for control of its destiny
Rogue Mage 2017-08-10 any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic arthur c clarke she didn t mean to use
magicshe didn t even know she had magicshe just wanted to save her
brother who was dying in her arms accused of using illegal magic and
sentenced to a cruel death at the hands of the city s guards hannah has
no choice but to trust in the aid of a strange old man who wields
unimaginable power the founder has returned to correct the wrongs of
unjust but to do that he needs hannah a young woman from the city slums
she has a key to unlocking a power even greater than his own if she can
only learn to trust herself and the magic flowing within her blood
restriction is a fantasy set in the far future where magic and monsters
ravage the land of irth and only the strong survive set on the
foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series restriction tells an
entirely new story in the age of magic and of the heroes and villains
who battle for control of its destiny read now and enter the age of
magic
Restriction 2017-08-04 they say that behind every great man is a great
woman but what if that woman is a werewolf consistent characters
intriguing plots and just enough twists to keep you on your toes amazon
five star review north chicago begins to thrive and a return trip to new
york city shows terry and char something they didn t expect terry henry
walton envisioned the force de guerre as a unit to keep evil away from
those who wanted to live in peace akio is of the same mind but he sees
the whole world as a place that needs the protection that terry and his
people can provide on behalf of the queen bitch akio recruits the fdg to
take the fight overseas to stop an army the saga of th char and the
force de guerre continues full steam the characters are real in their
interaction with each other the story is absolutely great i love the
honor loyalty and humor projected through the book amazon five star
review
Nomad's Justice 2017-08 wwde 235 the time is coming for the defense
force to leave earth forever the effort to reconnect the world has been
successful and a new home for the defense force chosen all that remains
is to tackle the madness sarah jennifer is still hurting from ezekiel s
departure meanwhile ezekiel has his own losses to contend with a chance
encounter in the woods gives him the push he needs to make things right
while the madness continues to rage across the globe the solution is at
hand before sarah jennifer and esme can heal the world the defense force
and their allies must divert an attack on new romanov and contain the
new threat that arises there as events in space begin to affect earth
new beginnings and closing doors with her duty to earth almost complete
sarah jennifer prepares to leave arcadia in the hands of ezekiel and
adrien however there s an extra were in her company and she must make
the decision as to his place in her life can sarah jennifer move past
the pain of loss and allow love into her heart
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End of the Line 2021-06-17 they say behind every great man is a great
woman but what if the woman is a werewolf the heat is unrelenting the
wastelands are coming for new boulder nature s a total bitch and then
there s werewolf heat terry henry walton has to come to grips with the
reality of his situation civilization cannot return to humanity without
help more help than even an enhanced human can give terry and char take
their relationship to a new level before they head out to find a new
home to save the people of new boulder to rally the survivors that the
world is coming back and for themselves will those living out there
allow them any peace will char s pack make it difficult for her to enjoy
life now that her alpha is out of the picture
Nomad Unleashed 2017-02-21 a new evil lurks in the darkness after an
explosion the crew of a battlecruiser mysteriously disappears bailey and
lewis complete strangers find themselves suddenly onboard the damaged
ship lewis hasn t worked a case in years not since the final one broke
his spirit and his bank account the last thing bailey remembers is
preparing to take down a fugitive on onyx station mysteries are harder
to solve when there s no evidence left behind bailey and lewis don t
know how they got onboard ricky bobby or why however they quickly learn
that whatever was responsible for the explosion and disappearance of the
crew is still on the ship monsters are real and what this one can do
changes everything the new team bands together to discover what happened
and how to fight the monster lurking in the bottom of the battlecruiser
will they find the missing crew or will the monster end them all
experience this exciting mystery sci fi saga and the latest addition to
the expanded kurtherian gambit universe if you re a fan of dark matter
alter carbon or star wars you ll love this riveting new space opera
Corruption: Age Of Expansion - A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2018-10-25
they say that behind every great man is a great woman but what if that
woman is a werewolf the reviews for the terry henry walton chronicles
are overwhelming these are fun stories i love feeling good when i finish
one i ve read all these so far i need more a great story interesting and
really keeps you reading i recommend this book and the entire series it
has become an obsession this book resonates with me so much great book
for the times a rogue forsaken with the power of a pod he wants the
purple eyed werewolf he wants what s in cheyenne mountain terry henry
walton is the key to both when the forsaken captures terry everyone s
world gets turned upside down what will the alpha and her pack do what
will become of the force de guerre nomad avenged nonstop action from
start to finish as terry and everyone he knows join the battle where
only the winner gets to live the saga of th char and the force de guerre
continues full steam the characters are real in their interaction with
each other the story is absolutely great i love the honor loyalty and
humor projected through the book
Nomad Avenged 2017-08-03 the truth will set you free but what happens
when the truth is a lie rhona and her paladin brother alastar have left
the protection of the paladin s and are now hunted by the same group
feeling like he can still make a difference for the people alastar is
looking for his version of the holy grail the search for the magical
sword of light takes rhona and alastar to an island rumored to be
haunted and overrun by remnant what they discover there will change the
fate of roneland but in ways they never would have imagined along the
way alastar is surrounded by the people he needs as his belief s start
falling to the reality of truth when you know the truth about magic
anything is possible set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit
series shades of light tells an entirely new story in the age of magic
and of the heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny
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Shades of Dark 2017-08-28 sometimes retribution is a slippery slope
towards self destruction when the general invites molly and her crew to
the archangel it s not long before news also arrives of a serious threat
to the federation it falls to molly and her team to deal with the threat
which winds up in an intense hostage situation meanwhile back on sark
molly s team helps chaakwa along with her unconventional help to bring
her father s killers to justice can molly handle everything thrown at
her please note inside this book is cursing amusing cursing but cursing
nonetheless if bad language offends you perhaps this book is not for you
Retribution 2021-05-27 they say that behind every great man is a great
woman but what if that woman is a werewolf terry and char cross the
wastelands returning to new boulder carrying a message of hope they d
found a better place could they move the whole town there and would it
be safer they have a lead on terry s white whale a secure military
facility what will they find and can they break in forsaken the vampires
of the new world aren t afraid of a werewolf or her mate but terry and
char aren t afraid of the forsaken either i enjoy long involved series
with multiple interacting characters and the nomad series fits this to a
t action intrigue insight and a view of post apocalyptic america will
leave you page turning deep into the night trust me give this book and
the others a try it will be well worth it amazon five star review of the
terry henry walton chronicles
Nomad Supreme 2017-04-21 magic s biggest secrets are finally revealed
after weeks of travel aboard the unlawful hannah and team bbb make it to
their destination on the far corner of the known world new romanov the
home of the oracle and they arrive not a moment too soon as the evil
forces bent on irth s destruction launch another attack hannah s new
enemy is bigger and badder than anything she s encountered and it is
going to take all the power of her team and more to stop it just an
ordinary day in the extraordinary world of the rise of magic
Darkness Rises 2018-01-10 she missed the war but she ll be damned if she
loses her chance for revenge born an arcadian but raised as an exile
among the druids arryn has trained hard her whole life to bring justice
to the man who destroyed her life the problem some girl from the
boulevard beat her to it with adrien dead and his ashes scattered to the
wind arryn can finally return to the city she once called home to learn
the truth about her family but powerful forces work in the shadows
carrying on adrien s evil vision and threatening to draw arcadia back
into the darkness arryn might just get to fulfill that vow for vengeance
after all set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series the
arcadian druid tells an entirely new story in the age of magic and of
the heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny
The Arcadian Druid: Age Of Magic - A Kurtherian Gambit Series 2018-03-19
ryder has been held against her will for twenty years now it s time for
some payback two hundred years ago the earth was destroyed by the world
s worst day ever keeping his head down for the last few centuries a
mutated vampire has taken advantage of the new post apocalyptic normal
now ryder is provided an opportunity to escape his tyrannical rule but
she won t stand for simply disappearing it s time for justice taking one
mutated vampire down should be no problem right wrong throw in a newly
developed herd of zombies and ryder is facing a full recipe for disaster
get ready to enjoy the ride scroll up and purchase your ticket right now
as noted in other series set in the kurtherian universe there is cursing
in this book occasionally it s funny too
Madness Unleashed: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series
2018-05-30 the world around the revolutionaries is crumbling and caitlin
s biggest test is yet to come the governor is defeated the tides
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appearing to turn but as caitlin continues her search for the unknown
guided only by the crudely drawn map the governor left behind she finds
herself led vastly off track a haunting encounter in the woods a broken
city of rebels a terrible secret hidden in the sewers beneath the earth
the gates to caitlin s world are opened and the mad want in set within
the wonder of the kurtherian gambit universe discover the chaos and
insanity of the age of madness a time when the world turned on its head
and nothing is as it appears note this book contains cursing perhaps
humorous cursing but cursing nevertheless if this offends you we don t
suggest reading this book
Hunting The Broken: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series
2018-09-03 when the darkest terrors are in the mind what do you do when
the one who holds the leash on evil is dead dawners and remnant and
ghosts oh my julianne is on her way back to the temple but it looks like
someone is racing to get there first someone with very bad intentions
back across the madlands the bette is dealing with a surge of remnant
activity between tahn and muir that may not be what it seems while
bastian has to wrestle with ghostly rumors to secure the perfect site
for his new school grab the story now and enjoy your favorite friends
doing what they do best saving irth with a solid right jab and wicked
one liners
Dawn of Days 2020-07-27 they say that behind every great man is a great
woman but what if that woman is a werewolf the readers love terry henry
walton so much action in this book and yet the characters are distinct
and thoroughly formed your heart beats with each of them this series
just keeps getting better awesome craig has done it again and then some
speechless i love the characters and how the story seems to flow it was
long but craig martelle filled in a lot of stuff we as readers really
appreciate i loved it wow i don t care how long a book is when it is
good it is not long enough civilization has returned to humanity and
brought with it the vices of the civilized the fight for the end begins
as petty power seeks to fill vacuums from china to chicago to new york
city terry and char are fighting for their lives the fdg vampires weres
michael and valerie all collide in this epic climax to the terry henry
walton chronicles when the finish line isn t the finish at all but the
start of something new it s a whole new battle one for the future of
mankind terry s just not sure where it will be fought
Nomad's Galaxy 2017-09-12 when the greatest horrors exist in the mind
how do you deal with a man who puts them there julianne is the strongest
mystic of her generation her mental magic might even be getting stronger
it s hard to tell when her practice time is eaten up by paperwork and
leading her people that is until a rogue mystic cult shows up trying to
drag julianne into their plot for world domination crossing the
dangerous madlands and issuing a slap down to the bad guys is just the
kind of trip she needs some quiet solitude and the chance to kick some
ass if only her smartass companions had stayed at home set on the
foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series dawn of destiny tells an
entirely new story in the age of magic
Dawn of Destiny 2017-12-13
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